
Nashua Youth Soccer League (NYSL) 

Board Meeting Minutes 

November 16, 2021, 7:00 PM 

Zoom Meeting 

Meeting called to order at 7:08 PM 

Attendees: 

Deena Hewson – Chair 
Nick Symonds – Vice Chair  
Jessica Gott – Secretary 
Kristin White – Director of Coaching 
Jonathan Ulery – Director of Purchasing 
Matthew Joyce – U7 Director 
Todd Sullivan – Director of Travel 
Jason Gendreau – Director of Officiating 
Cynthia Sullivan -- Treasurer 

Janelle Davis – U8 Director 
Nicole Roma –  Director of Publicity 
Adam Parker – Director of U14 
Rick Watts – Director of Fields 
Jessica Bean – U10 Director 
Allan Graves – U6 Director 
Jon Bozack – Director at large 
Brianne Biastoff -- guest 

 

Post Season Wrap Up 

Deena said thank you for everything everyone has done to make the fall season so successful.  

She truly appreciates how everyone goes above and beyond.   

Old Business 

Nick motioned to approve the October minutes. Seconded by Rick. All in favor. Motion 

approved. 

New Business 

Kristin developed surveys for coaches and parents to gather feedback about the season. These 

are anonymous surveys that can help in shaping our program in the future. 

For coaches, it is important to get an idea about how the coaches feel about the level of support 

they received. Questions focus on helpfulness of preseason training and lesson plans, 

communication with division directors, equipment, and overall feedback.   

For parents, we have not sent out a survey for this group in the recent past.  This will help us 

figure out about needs for the future.  We can get input about fields and coaches and their 

players’ experience. This will also be anonymous.      

Adam Parker suggests that the board reviews the questions to be sure the questions will 

generate the type of information we are trying to get.  Developing survey questions can be 

tricky. Nick said that this can be cut and pasted into a document to share out to the board. 

Deena and Jon U want to get this survey out this week while the season is still fresh in 

everyone’s minds. 

New Assistant Director of Travel 



Todd invited Brianne Biastoff to the meeting because Brianne is considering volunteering to 

take on the Assistant Director of Travel position. She is sitting in on the meeting tonight. 

Clix 

Deena just received the team photos. Deena was considering how to distribute these to 

coaches. Nicole suggested we mail out the team photos.  Deena agreed to mail them out.  Nick 

said to get the addresses from the registrations system. 

Season Wrap-up 

Allan Graves and Matt Joyce—way more good than bad U6, U7 

What worked – medal send-off (need more communication to coaches about what happens that 

last day), coaches’ training plans were helpful, high school players were really helpful, initial 

uniform drive was helpful, great coaches (some outstanding coaches), Kristin worked (many 

people commented on her presence and helpfulness), having another Director at Greeley is 

really helpful during the first 3 weeks 

What didn’t work – uniforms distribution on the first day was hectic, equipment hand-out not 

effective, field markings were confusing, no signs to direct people first few weeks, some goals 

showing age, goal bags not lasting, U6 changes teams to play games so used pinnies instead 

of turning shirts around, U8 didn’t know what color is home, rules not consistent each week U6, 

U7, U8, need more communication during registration process, need to communicate to parents 

what to expect as a parent for U6, U7, need to do more waitlisting so the team creation is not so 

last minute 

Kristin commended Matt and Allan’s positive feedback about how they are helpful, visible, and 

energetic Directors and a fantastic introduction for families joining the NYSL program.  Kristin 

suggested there being extra coaches at Greeley because there is often a coach missing.  

Deena seconded that she has received much positive feedback about both Allan and Matt.   

Nick said that the field markings comment has been shared with Soccer Council.  And we can 

certainly create new signs for the fields for next season. There were many mentions of the 

signage at Main Dunstable being much better than Greeley. 

Allan has been keeping track of the tasks he’s done as Director this year.  He has shared this 

folder to Nick and Deena for a possible creation of a Director’s handbook to help new people 

coming in. 

Janell Davis – U8 Director 

When a person is a Director and a coach, there is a need for an assistant coach so the Director 

can check in with other coaches on that day. Janell did reach out to coaches through email but 

didn’t get much feedback. Nick had to take over toward the end of the season because Janell 

had to step away for a personal situation. 

Nick said that U8 is the biggest place where we don’t have a clear program for what 

expectations are for the play.  We need clear guidelines/curriculum that progresses 

developmentally from U6, through U7, through U8.  What does gameplay look like at each age?, 

what rules are we having for each group? 



Jon Ulery suggested that we have a special committee meeting to go over the curriculum before 

the board meeting discuss it.  Nick, Kristin, and Janell will meet to discuss.  They will have 

something for us for the January meeting. 

Jessica Bean – U10 

Uniform distribution was effective, coaches training very helpful, coaches need to know more 

about the rules, coaches needed to know what to do with their practices, they wanted more 

coaches training half way through the season, game days required some scrambling for 

coaches so it would be helpful to have an assistant coach for every team to cover, had an issue 

with scores (15-0 type situations) – need guidelines for playing players at different positions and 

rotating the players through gameplay, need to emphasize that this is for fun, so coaches should 

not be competitively running up scores 

Nick added that similar to U8 we need to be clear about expectations for gameplay. 

Jon U reminded us that a few years ago in U8 we had similar issue. We need to be sure the 

coaches are filling out the players cards to be sure play is even. Nick said that this is not the 

issue as much as players being stuck in certain positions because they want to be or because 

the coaches and players want to win.    

Kristin suggested that we turn the focus back to development by removing the playoffs at the 

end. The playoffs emphasize winning rather development. This is a bigger conversation for 

another time. 

Jessica B said that there were just a couple of coaches who would run up big scores.  Deena 

suggested that we can move players around to different teams to prevent the unbalanced 

teams.  Kristin suggested that this is also a coaches training issue too. We can offer the 

coaches tools for handling these types of game situations. 

Deena suggested that we might be able to suggest the really good players be suggested to go 

to travel to see if that might be an appropriate place to develop. Jon U said we can allow rec 

players to play travel by filling out a card. They just can’t play in playoffs. 

Matt suggested that sometime the underdog team could advocate with opposing team to 

prevent extreme score differences.  This is part of coaches’ education about the purpose of rec 

soccer. 

Nick and Deena -- U12 

Deena first thing in the morning checked on the teams and tried to balance out the players if 

there were teams with missing players.  Most of the time players and coaches were willing to 

switch so players had more time to play. 

There was a coach that Deena had to take over for during the season. 

Adam Parker – U14 

Wonderful season overall.  Great coaches who all got along together.  A lot of people helped 

out.  Just one player had a struggle but this player has shown a lot of growth.  All of the teams in 

U14 got to play at Stellos field. This was a great experience for all of the teams at the end of the 

season. These were really good games to wrap up the whole season. 



Deena (for Larry Hawkins) -- U19 

It is hard to get players to come to the game. They usually had 7v7 because they don’t have 

enough players for 11 v 11.  All of the teams practiced together on Wednesdays.  Some liked 

this and some didn’t like this.   

Kristin said she knows that there is a player who was apprehensive going into the season, but 

she ended up really loving it.   

Jon U asked if the attendance is better by moving the time later.  Jason and Deena said that the 

time change didn’t seem to matter. 

Enforcement of Code of Conduct 

Deena shared an experience where there was a bullying issue at the end of the year that was 

reported to her from U12. Deena saw it during one game, but parents reported that this has 

been going on for other games, but no one has spoken up.  One of the problems is that the 

problem is that refs are not enforcing the code of conduct.  Refs need to use the yellow and red 

card for offensive language. We need to communicate to refs that we will support them for using 

the red and yellow cards for inappropriate behaviors and language. We need to empower 

coaches to enforce the code of conduct. It is okay for coaches to respond to the inappropriate 

behaviors. We need to tell them how to handle this during coaches training. 

Jason asks that we consider what we are asking refs to do and to not have to monitor behaviors 

beyond game play. Officials submit game reports. Jason suggests that we make the game 

reports public to the coaches and Division Directors.  

Adam Parker suggests that we do some educating with coaches about what the refs are doing 

and encourage coaches to talk to the refs about the game. We also need to encourage coaches 

to learn about their players and offer suggestions for how to handle specific behavioral issues.  

Everyone agreed that if players are engaging in behaviors that do not align with our Code of 

Conduct, we should not be hearing about it at the end of the season.  We need to encourage 

the people interacting with these players each week to address this behavior when it happens.  

Coach and Player Development 

Kristin thanked the Division Directors for asking for coaches’ feedback. She will use this 

feedback to plan future sessions. 

Parent education can be helpful too.  Helping parents understand what is appropriate to say 

when cheering on players and what is appropriate for expectations of coaches for each level 

can help build support for coaches and players from the sidelines. 

Todd about meeting with Nashua South coach Tom Bellen 

He provides coaches to train teams like In the Net. 

He pitched futsal as an idea – either joining his league or creating our own NYSL futsal for this 

season. He has camps that take place in the summer.  

Overall Tom wants to improve soccer development in Nashua. 



Jon U suggests we need to ask for more of a plan regarding what Tom would offer NYSL if we 

collaborated.  Specifics are needed in order to get anything off the ground. 

Maybe there would be a way to generate some interest in futsal now. Deena and Todd said we 

tried to offer futsal in the past and players and parents were not interested.  Maybe it was 

because we were lumped in with players who had been playing futsal together for a while and 

our teams always lost.     

Jon U suggests finding out if there are any gym spaces available to be able to rent and maybe 

we do some NYSL specific futsal stuff if there is interest. 

Todd is going to ask Park and Rec if there are any spaces available. This can be tricky because 

of basketball season.   

U5 Proposal 

All 4 year olds (birthday between 9/31/2017 to 10/1/2016) 

6 weeks long – spring season only because of trainer availability 

Greeley Park Sunday afternoons – 2 sessions 

Each trainer has 10 players to work with – we will be open for 40 players (waitlist after 40 if go 

up to 60, then can look for another trainer) 

State fee $11 per player 

Uniform $14 

Trainer is $18 

Participation medal $5 

Proposed cost is $50  -- break even program 

The problem is that this does not pay the trainers their usual rate. We need to find out what they 

usually are paid. We could increase the cost of the program to cover the trainers. 

There was conversation about whether or not it has to be a trainer or if could we do this 

volunteers. Kristin makes the point that it is important to bring in a trainer for consistency 

provided by having the same person each week and working with this age group can be tricky.  

A few Board members suggest removing the medals because the players do not need them and 

putting the $5 for the medal toward paying the trainers more. 

There was a lot of conversation about how much the trainers should be paid. It was emphasized 

that this is a break-even program not costing NYSL anything. 

Jon makes a motion to establish the U5 league and start the process to find trainers for Spring 

2022.  Jason seconds the motion.  All in favor. Motion approved. 

Registration Forms Revision 

Nick, Jessica Gott, and Nicole are working in a document to revise the registration information 

to be more informative and clear. 



We need to open registration in January, so we need to figure out the dates:  

March 30 U10,12,14,19 Registrations go to Waitlist -- April 1 rosters due 

April 4 practices start 

April 13 U6,U7,U8 registrations go to wait list -- April 8 rosters due 

April 16 Week 1 and season goes through Week 8 June 11 

Maybe registration always stays at waitlisted so we have time to see how to add players to 

teams. 

Todd asks when we are going to tell someone when they can’t join.  Nick suggests we put a 

hard date for when these go to waitlist and they can join if there is a space for them.   

Jon U – wants to be clear that there is a lead time for uniforms so they need to be ordered early.  

If they register late, they may not have a uniform for week 1.  Nick said it is already in the 

wording. 

Adam Parker wants to be sure that we are not denying kids a place to play soccer. He questions 

the process of moving late registrations to waitlist because he wants to be sure everyone who 

wants to play can play. This is what he’s always loved about NYSL.  

Nick and Allan talk about how the late registrations caused so many issues in the fall and we 

were late giving information out to families about team assignments because of it. We need to 

be able to communicate team assignments and practice times to families at a reasonable time. 

Using the waitlist allows us to do that because we can set out teams and then add players as 

they late register.  

Jon Bozak does not think that we should cut off a registration date so early because people 

have always been late in registering.  We cannot really plan to make teams too early because 

we will have more teams than anticipated. Nick and Deena explained the need to use the 

waitlist feature of the website to be able to manage team development and communicate 

expectations and team assignments to the parents who did register on time.  

Jessica Bean – with U10 they went from few teams to a crazy amount of teams all at once.  We 

need to be sure we have coaches and assistant coaches for the teams before we confirm with 

the players. Using the waitlist allows us to find coaches and then create teams rather than 

scrambling so much at the end. 

Todd suggested anticipating for more coaches than you think you’ll need no matter what the 

numbers are a few weeks ahead of the start of the season.   

Open board positions  

We still need to fill these positions. 

U12 Director  

Registrar – Deena and Nick are doing this right now and we really need one. 

Treasury Report  



Expenses: 
  
Uniforms: $7,748.45 
Uniforms: $4,708.46 
Referee Fees: $2,988 
Sunbelt Rentals: $952.61 
Hudson Trophy: $3,720   
Bank Charge: $42.50 
Travel CC fees: $19.95 
Travel Tournament: $200.00 
Travel Game Rescheduling Fee: $100.00 
  
Revenue: 
  
Indoor Session 1: $9,686.40 
Travel: $3,225 
Trophies were more expensive than we budgeted, so we’ll have to adjust. 

Refs also were more than budgeted. 

Travel lights – we were overcharged, so looking into that. 

We will table for future discussion the following agenda items because it is getting late: 

• NYSL to rent table at Farmers market next summer with Adam Parker 

Equipment needs for Spring 

• Cones 

• Pugg goals for Greeley  

• Soccer balls? 

• Coaches apparel  

• Lots of Goalie apparel needs to be distributed to teams and moved MineFalls.  

Soccer council 

• How does it work? 

• Where does our money go? 

• Greeley needs to be ligned properly for Spring.  

Forward looking (if enough time to discuss). 

• Changing uniforms for U6-U8 

• U10 shifts to more instructional.  

    . No playoffs  

    . No scores kept 

    .  Jamboree in Spring  

• Smaller fields for U8? 

 
Todd motioned to adjourn.  Rick seconded motion. All in favor. Motion approved. 

Meeting adjourned at 9:26 PM.   



 
Nashua Youth Soccer League  11/16 CASH ON HAND $96,514.71  
2021 / 2022 Budget   Budget 21/22 YTD Numbers Notes (21/22) 

Revenues      

    Budget 21/22 YTD Numbers  

 Rec Program Income     $54,000 $28,231.87 600 per season For $54,000 income 

 Rec Uniforms     $21,600 $10,409.67 40% needing uniform based on 20/21 registractions 

 Travel Payment to Rec     $2,500 $2,500.00   

   Rec Total   $78,100 $41,141.54   

 Indoor Program Income   $45,000 $9,686.40 3 Sessions, 180 per session 

 Travel Program Income   $64,375 $55,425 (130) $400 for annual commitment, (55) $225/season 

Total Income     $187,475 $106,253   

Expenses      

 Program Rec Outdoor.           

             

 Rec Refunds / returned checkes   $500   Based on ref checks 

 Rec Gifts Grants and contributions   $2,000   Contribution to Parks and Rec summer Fund 

 Rec Program Field Usage   $3,500   Soccer council of Nashua 

 Rec Player Development   $5,000 $150.00 Players /coaches 

 Rec Equipment     $3,500 $348.58 Size 3 and 4 balls, cones, pennys 

 Rec Professional fees State   $5,000 $255.62 Website $1000, bonding Fee $400 CPA $3,100 Quickbooks 500 

 Rec Occupancy Rent Utilities   $3,500 $3,300.00 Lock up Rental $3350 per year, PO Box fee $150 

 Rec Stationary / publicity   $1,500 $146.58 Flyers, stationary, checks 

 Rec Bank Charges     $1,000 $287.50 Bank Fee to Citizens 

 Rec Uniforms     $24,000 $12,466.91 To rebulid surplus 

 Rec Trophies     $5,000 $3,720.00   

 Rec Game officials     $15,000 $2,988.00 26% increase over CY / 3765 X 4 =15,060 

 Rec NHSA Registration / Background $6,500   $11 per unique player from the year prior 

 Rec Events     $1,000   End of year event in 2022 

 Rec Scholarships     $1,000   Bromeo Family Scholarships 2 at $500 each 

 Rec Recruitment     $1,000     

 Rec Government fees     $7,500   Potential Fees from IRS and State of NH 

     Total $86,500 $23,663   

 Program Rec Indoor           

             

 Indoor Team Fees     $45,000 $0 Registraction fees 

     Total $45,000     

 Program Travel           

             

 Travel Registration NHSA   $3,250 $3,520.00 Player Insurance 

 Travel Registration NHSL   $12,000 $6,235.00 Team Registrations 

 Travel Tournaments     $14,000 $6,710.00   

 Travel Equipment     $2,500 $2,500.00 Money to rec for equipment 

 Travel Field / facility rental   $5,000 $0.00   

 Travel Lights     $3,500 $4,457.41   



 Travel Training     $20,000 $120.00   

 Travel Misc     $3,125 $1,840.51 Refunds and Bank Fees 

     Total $63,375 $25,382.92   

Total Expenses     $194,875 $49,046  
             
Expected surplus /deficit     -$7,400 $57,207  

  

 

 

  

 


